Abstract-Spam has become a major issue in computer security because it is a channel for threats such as computer viruses, worms and phishing. More than 85% of received e-mails are spam. Historical approaches to combating these messages, including simple techniques like sender blacklisting or the use of e-mail signatures, are no longer completely reliable. Many current solutions feature machine-learning algorithms trained using statistical representations of the terms that most commonly appear in such e-mails. However, there are attacks that can subvert the filtering capabilities of these methods. Tokenisation attacks, in particular, insert characters that create divisions within words, causing incorrect representations of e-mails. In this paper, we introduce a new method that reverses the effects of tokenisation attacks. Our method processes e-mails iteratively by considering possible words, starting from the first token and compares the word candidates with a common dictionary to which spam words have been previously added. We provide an empirical study of how tokenisation attacks affect the filtering capability of a Bayesian classifier and we show that our method can reverse the effects of tokenisation attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spam has become a significant problem for e-mail users in the past decade; an enormous amount of spam arrives in people's mailboxes every day. At the time of this writing, 87.6% of all e-mail messages were spam, according to the Spam-o-meter website 1 . Spam is also a major computer security problem that costs billions of dollars in productivity losses [1] : it is the medium for phishing (i.e., attacks that seek to acquire sensitive information from end-users) [2] and for spreading malicious software (e.g., computer viruses, Trojan horses, spyware and Internet worms) [1] .
The simplest methods for filtering junk e-mail are usually blacklisting or signature-based [3] . Blacklisting is a simple technique that is broadly used in most filtering products; such systems filter out e-mails from certain senders. In contrast, whitelisting systems [4] deliver messages only from designated senders to reduce the number of misclassified legitimate emails (also known as 'ham' by the spam community). Another popular variant of these so-called banishing methods entails DNS blacklisting, in which the host address is checked against a list of networks or servers known to distribute spam [5] , [6] .
In contrast, signature-based systems create a unique hash value (i.e., a message digest) for each known spam message 1 http://www.junk-o-meter.com/stats/index.php [7] . The main advantage of these methods is that they rarely produce false positives. Examples of signature-based spam filtering systems are Cloudmark 2 , a commercial implementation of a signature-based filter that is integrated with the e-mail server, and Razor 3 , a filtering system that uses a distributed and collaborative technique to spread signatures [3] .
However, these simplistic methods have several shortcomings. First, blacklisting methods produce a high rate of false positives, making them unreliable as a standalone solution [8] . Second, signature-based systems are unable to detect spam messages until they have been identified, properly registered and documented [3] .
A large amount of research has been dedicated to finding better spam filtering solutions. Machine-learning approaches have been effectively applied to text categorisation problems [9] , and they have been adopted for use in spam filtering systems. Consequently, substantial work has been dedicated to the naïve Bayes filtering [10] ; several studies on its effectiveness have been published [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Another broadly embraced machine-learning technique is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method [16] . The advantage of SVM is that its accuracy is not diminished even when a problem involves a large number of features [17] . Several SVM approaches have been applied to spam filtering [18] , [19] . Likewise, decision trees, which classify samples using automatically learned rule-sets (i.e., tests) [20] , have also been used for spam filtering [21] . All of these machine-learningbased spam filtering approaches are known as statistical content-based approaches [22] .
Machine-learning approaches model e-mail messages using the Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] . VSM is an algebraic approach for Information Filtering (IF), Information Retrieval (IR), indexing and ranking. This model represents natural language documents mathematically by vectors in a multidimensional space where the axes are terms within messages. VSM requires a pre-processing step in which messages are divided into tokens by separator characters (e.g., space, tab, colon, semicolon, or comma). This step is known as tokenisation [24] and it is mandatory for generating content-based spam filtering tools. Attacks against this process called tokenisation attacks, insert separators inside words within a message (e.g., 'via.gra'), permitting spammers to bypass filtering systems while the body of the message is still readable by e-mail users [25] .
We propose the first method for reversing the effects of tokenisation attacks to recover the filtering capabilities of content-based methods. Our method reconstructs a message by processing each token iteratively, analysing the possible words surrounding the tokens. Our main points are as follows:
• Presentation of a new method capable of removing the effects of tokenisation attacks.
• An empirical study of the effects of tokenisation attacks against machine-learning spam filters.
• An empirical demonstration of the ability of our method to recover the filtering rate of machine-learning classifiers, thus transforming the obfuscated e-mails back to their original form. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the attacks against tokenisation in spam filtering tools. Section III introduces and describes a new method capable of reversing the effects of the attacks on tokenisation. Section IV provides an empirical study of how tokenisation affects machine-learnin spam filtering systems and evaluates the proposed method. Section V presents the main limitations of the proposed method and proposes possible enhancements. Finally, Section VI concludes the study and outlines the avenues for future work.
II. MACHINE LEARNING SPAM FILTERING AND TOKENISATION ATTACKS
Spam filtering software attempts to accurately classify email massages into 2 main categories: spam or not spam (also known as 'ham'). To this end, we use the information found within the body and subject of an e-mail message and discard every other piece of information (e.g., the sender or timestamp of the e-mail). To represent messages, we start by removing stop-words [26] , which are words devoid of content (e.g., 'a','the','is'). These words do not provide any semantic information and add noise to the model [27] .
Afterwards, we represent the e-mails using an IR model. Formally, let the IR model be defined as a 4-tuple [E, Q, F, R(q i , e j )] [24] where E, is a set of representations of e-mails; F , is a framework for modelling e-mails, queries and their relationships; Q, is a set of representations of user queries; and, finally, R(q i , e j ) is a ranking function that associates a real number with a query q i (q i ∈ Q) and an e-mail representation e j , so that (e j ∈ E).
As E is the set of text e-mails e, {e : {t 1 , t 2 , ...t n }}, each comprising n terms t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , we define the weight w i,j as the number of times the term t i appears in the e-mail e j if w i,j is not present in e, w i,j = 0. Therefore, an e-mail e j can be represented as the vector of weights e j = (w 1,j , w 2,j , ...w n,j ).
On the basis of this formalisation, spam filtering systems commonly use the Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] , which represents e-mails algebraically as vectors in a multidimensional space. This space consists only of positive axis intercepts. E-mails are represented by a term-by-document matrix, where the (i, j) th element illustrates the association between the (i, j) th term and the j th e-mail. This association reflects the occurrence of the i th term in e-mail j. Terms can represent different textual units (e.g., words or phrases) and can also be individually weighted, allowing the terms to become more or less important within a given mail message or the e-mail collection E as a whole. Once documents are represented as vectors, classifiers can be applied.
A. Machine Learning algorithms 1) Bayesian approaches: The naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier based on the Bayes' theorem [28] , with strong independence assumptions. From a finite set of classes C, the classifier assigns to an instance the most probable classification:
where c N B is the class assignation, c is each possible classification (e.g., spam or ham), v is the vector of term weights and P (c| v) is the probability of an e-mail belonging to class c when the attributes v i ∈ v occur. Applying Bayes' theorem [28] we obtain:
which allows us to estimate posterior probabilities, P ( v|c) = P (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n |c) using a training data set. We can then introduce the naïve assumption (which assumes that every variable depends only on the class):
in which we apply equation 1, obtaining:
which is the naïve Bayes classifier. Through this classifier we can estimate the probability of an e-mail being spam given its vector of term weights. Extending the naïve approach, Bayesian Networks [29] , which are based on the Bayes Theorem, are defined as graphical probabilistic models for multivariate analysis. Specifically, they are directed acyclic graphs that have an associated probability distribution function [30] . Nodes within the directed graph represent problem variables (they can be either a premise or a conclusion) and the edges represent conditional dependencies between such variables. Moreover, the probability function illustrates the strength of these relationships in the graph [30] .
2) Decision Trees: Decision Tree classifiers are a type of machine-learning classifiers that can be graphically represented as a tree. The internal nodes represent conditions of the problem variables, and their final nodes (or leaves) constitute the final decision of the algorithm [20] .
Formally, a decision tree graph G = (V, E) consists on a not empty set of finite nodes V and a set of arcs E. If the set of arcs is composed of ordered bi-tuples (v, w) of vertices, then we say that the graph is directed. A path is defined as an arc sequence of the form
Paths can be expressed by origin, end and distance (i.e., the minimum number of arcs from the origin to the end). In addition, if (v, w) is an arc within the tree, v is considered the parent of w. Otherwise, w is defined as the child node of v. The single node with no parent is defined as the root node. Every other node in the tree is defined as an internal node. In order to build the representation of the tree, a set of binary questions (yes-no) are answered.
There are several training algorithms that are typically used to learn the graph structure of these trees by means of a labelled dataset. In this work, we use Random Forest, which is an ensemble (i.e., combination of weak classifiers) of different randomly-built decision trees [31] . Further, we also use J48, the Weka [32] implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [33] .
3) K-Nearest Neighbours: The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [34] classifier is one of the simplest supervised machine-learning models. This method classifies an unknown specimen based on the class of the instances closest to it in the training space by measuring the distance (in our work, we have used the Euclidean distance) between the training instances and the unknown instance.
Even though several methods to choose the class of the unknown sample exist, the most common technique is to simply classify the unknown instance as the most common class amongst the K-nearest neighbours.
4) Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVM classifiers consist of a hyperplane dividing a n-dimensional-space-based representation of the data into two regions. This hyperplane is the one that maximises the margin between the two regions or classes (in our case spam or not spam). Maximal margin is defined by the largest distance between the examples of the two classes computed from the distance between the closest instances of both classes (called supporting vectors) [16] . Formally, the optimal hyperplane is represented by a vector w and a scalar m in a way that the inner products of w with vectors φ(X i ) from the two classes are divided by an interval between −1 and +1 subject to m:
for every X i that belongs to the first class (in our case spam) and
for every X i that belongs to the second class (in our case not spam).
The optimisation problem that involves finding w and m can be formulated solely in terms of inner products φ(x i ), φ(x j ) between data points when this problem is stated in the dual form from quadratic programming [35] . In mathematics, an inner product space is a vector space with the additional structure called an inner product. This structure relates each pair of vectors in the space with a scalar quantity known as the inner product of the vectors. An specific case of inner product is the well-known dot product between vectors.
A kernel is thus defined by α(φ(X i ), φ(X j )) = x i · φ(X j ) forming the linear kernel with inner products. Generally, instead of using inner products, the so-called kernel functions are applied. These kernel functions lead to non-linear classification surfaces, such as polynomial, radial or sigmoid surfaces [36] .
B. Tokenisation
Tokenisation is the process of breaking the stream of text into tokens, which are the minimal units of features [27] . This process is performed to construct the VSM representation of a document [27] , [24] and it is required for the learning and testing of the naïve Bayes classifier.
In particular, tokenisation is an important step for statistical content-based spam filtering tools. These methods model email messages through the Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] that represents documents in a mathematical manner using vectors in a multidimensional space.
However, attacks against tokenisation modify key features of the message by splitting words up using spaces or HTML layout tricks [25] . For example, consider a message m = {buy viagra} that has been stored in a training set E. In the VSM, the features that compose the vector correspond to words within the message. Because both buy and viagra are common spam terms and there are already similar messages within E, the message will be flagged as spam. To circumvent this detection, spammers can modify the message by inserting spaces into words, creating a tokenised e-mail m = {bu y via gra}. The new vector cannot be classified as spam unless there are messages in the training set with the words composing the e-mail m . These techniques allow spammers to bypass spam filtering systems while the text remains understandable by the e-mail recipient.
III. A NEW METHOD FOR REVERSING TOKENISATION
Common tokenisation attacks insert separators (e.g., dots, commas, semicolons, spaces, tabs) into words making the content-based spam filtering systems incorrectly select the terms for the term vector model [23] (also known as the Vector Space Model). This attack allows a spammer to evade filtering. To solve this issue, we developed a new algorithm called JURD (Joiner of Un-Readable Documents). JURD is capable of reversing most of the effects of tokenisation attacks in e-mail messages.
Formally, we define an e-mail M as a set composed of n terms (tokens), i.e. t i , M = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n−1 , t n }. We use a dictionary resource D that includes every word w i within a language L such as ∀w i ∈ D : w i ∈ L. Because our scope is spam filtering, we add to D a set of words S composed of common spam terms where ∃w i ∈ S : w i ∈ D (e.g., named entities like 'viagra' or 'cialis'). Thus, a new dictionary, D = D ∪ S, is formed.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our method. We extract possible terms for each token t i within the original message M. Each of these possible terms P i is the result of the concatenation of the next 0 to − 1 number of tokens in the original message M to t i . In other words, we obtain the different possible combinations by extending a window (i. Notice that JURD gives priority to terms composed of larger numbers of tokens. To understand this choice, Figure 2 shows an example of a tokenised message. Using an of 3, we can obtain the following possible combinations starting from the first token: 'vi': 'vi','via', and 'viagra'. In this case, 'vi' is not in the dictionary D , but 'via' and 'viagra' are. If we had given priority to small combinations, we would have selected 'via' instead of 'viagra', which is actually a common spam term.
IV. EVALUATION

A. General Methodology
We employed the Ling Spam dataset 4 to serve as the spam corpus. Ling Spam comprises both spam and legitimate messages retrieved from the Linguistic list, an e-mail distribution list focusing on linguistics. The dataset consists of 2,893 different e-mails, of which 2,412 are legitimate e-mails obtained by downloading digests from the linguistic list and 481 are spam e-mails retrieved from one of the authors' inbox (a more detailed description of the corpus is provided in [13] , [38] ). Spam represents nearly 16% of the whole dataset, a commonly used rate in experiments [39] , [40] , [38] . We performed Stop Word Removal [26] and stemming [41] on the e-mails, generating 4 different datasets: 1) Bare: In this dataset, HTML tags, separation tokens and duplicate e-mails were removed from messages. 2) Lemm: In addition to the removal pre-process step, a stemming phase was performed. Stemming reduces inflected or derived words to their stem, base or root form. 3) Stop: For this dataset, a stop word removal task was performed. This process removes all stop words (e.g., common words like 'a' or 'the'). 4) Lemm stop: This dataset uses a combination of both stemming and stop-word removal processes. We did not use the lemm or lemm stop datasets. Additionally, instead of using the stop dataset we used the bare dataset and we performed a stop word removal based on an external stop-word list 5 . To generate the enhanced dictionary resource D , we used an English dictionary composed of 236,983 words 6 as D and we extracted a list of 10,149 words 7 from the spam messages within the Ling spam dataset to act as the common spam word corpus S.
In this work, we want to answer the following research questions: 1) How do tokenisation attacks affect common spam filters? 2) What is the effect of applying JURD to tokenised messages and how does it affect common Bayesian spam filters? To answer the first question, we performed an experiment that compared the results of training several spam filters with non-tokenised e-mails. We then used a set of both tokenised and non-tokenised messages to reveal the differences in the results. For the second question, we applied the JURD algorithm to the set of the tokenised e-mails and compared the results with the results obtained in the previous experiment.
For both experiments, we modelled the messages' original dataset using the VSM [23] . We used the Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [27] weighting schema, where the weight of the i th term in the j t h document, denoted by weight(i, j), is defined by:
where term frequency tf i,j is defined as:
where n i,j is the number of times the term t i,j appears in a document d, and k n k,j is the total number of terms in the document d. The inverse term frequency idf i is defined as:
where |D| is the total number of documents and |D : t i ∈ d| is the number of documents containing the term t i . We used the Themis implementation [42] , which enabled us to populate a database using the e-mail messages from the Ling Spam dataset.
We constructed a file with the resultant vector representations of the e-mails. We extracted the top 1,000 attributes using Information Gain [43] , an algorithm that evaluates the relevance of an attribute by measuring the information gain with respect to the class:
where C i is the i th class, v j is the value of the j th interpretation, P (v j , C i ) is the probability that the j th attribute has the value v j in the class C i , P (v j ) is the probability that the j th interpretation has the value v j in the training data, and P (C i ) is the probability that the training dataset belongs to the class C i .
For the evaluation of the different machine learning algorithms we used the tool WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [32] . Specifically, the algorithms used in this tool can be seen in Table ? ?. In those cases in which no configuration parameters are specified, the configuration used was the default of the tool. After removing the less significant attributes, the resultant file is the training dataset for the classifiers [10] . In this way, we obtained a training set, and 2 testing datasets: a dataset comprising 478 spam messages after performing a tokenisation attack, and 478 junk e-mails obtained after JURD-mediated de-tokenising of the previously tokenised messages.
To assess the results of every option, we measured the True Positive Ratio (TPR) which is the number of correctly detected spam messages, divided by the total number of e-mails (shown in equation 11):
where T P is the number of correctly classified spam e-mails (i.e., true positives), F N is the number of spam messages misclassified as legitimate mails (false negatives), and T N is the number of legitimate e-mails that were correctly classified. We divided these two processes into two different experiments. The first experiment examined the effects of tokenisation attacks against statistical spam filters. The second experiment measured the effectiveness of JURD as a countermeasure to this attack.
B. Performance evaluation of JURD
We evaluated the processing overhead introduced by our method. To this end, we measured the times required to process the 478 spam messages over the number of tokens composing the messages with a configuration of = 10 and t = 1. The dependence between the required time and the number of tokens was linear (refer to Figure 3 ) while the average time requirements were 52,092.35 ms for a single message and 61.72 ms for each token (Table II) .
C. Evaluation of the effects of tokenisation attacks
In order to evaluate the effects of tokenisation attacks against spam filters, we first developed an algorithm that automatically inserts separating characters into words within e-mail messages (shown in Algorithm 4). input : A message M and the probability to insert a token p output: A tokenised message M M = ∅; foreach wi ∈ M do // We insert separators into a word according the given probability p if (RandomInteger(100)/100) < p then // The number of insertions to be performed is randomly determined n ← RandomInteger(|M | − 1); for i ← 1 to n do // The position of the separator is randomly determined r ← RandomInteger(Length(wi)); s1 ← SubString(wi,0,r); s2 ← SubString(wi,r,Length(wi)); AddXtoY(Concatenation(s1,s2),M ); end end end return M
Fig. 4: A Random Tokenisation Attack
We performed the tokenisation attack with 478 of the Ling Spam dataset messages with a probability of insertion of 95 %. Figure 5 shows a snippet from a spam message before and after this process.
the virtual girlfriend and virtual boyfriend are artificial intelligence programs for your ibm pc or compatible and also for macintosh. you can watch them , talk to them ... We applied this tokenisation algorithm to the 478 spam messages. We then represented the messages in the VSM formed by the 1,000 selected words. Thus, we finally generated the test file for the evaluation of the tokenisation effects.
To evaluate the effects of tokenisation by comparison with the original results (without performing tokenisation attacks), we evaluated the classifiers through a k-fold cross-validation [44] applied to the training dataset, with k = 10. In this way, the dataset was split 10 times into 10 different sets of learning sets (90% of the total dataset) and testing sets (10% of the total dataset). The purpose of this division was to use different spam messages for training and testing to obtain a reliable precision for the method when applied to common messages. Table III shows the effects of the tokenisation attack in the detection of spam. Because we only tokenised spam messages, the results are show in TPR (i.e., the amount of spam messages correctly detected). Note that although the tokenisation attack was performed in a random fashion, every classifier we tested lost more than 5 units of its detection capability. In particular, the Bayesian classifiers, which are the standard for spam filtering, were affected by the tokenisation in 17.8 units for the naïve approach, 15.9 for the K2 structural learning approach, and 6.5 units for the TAN approach. The TAN approach, which is an algorithm that starts with a na"ive Bayes classifier but that expands that structure by expanding the tree, was the less affected Bayesian classifier. However, it lost more than a 6% of detection ratio. Regarding the instance-based approaches, we tested KNN with different values of K: 1,3, and 5. These classifiers did not perform as well as the Bayesian approaches even with the not tokenized messages, and they also lost this capabilities when dealing with tokenised messages. Concretely, KNN K=1 lost 12.8 units, KNN K=3 25.7 units, and KNN K=5 28 units. We also tested SVM approach with different kernels and they performed similarly when dealing with the tokenised messages. SVM with polynomial kernel decreases its detection ratio in 16.6 units, with RBF kernel in 19.4 units, and the Pearson VII kernel lost 17.6 units. Regarding decision tree based algorithms, we tested C4.5 and different configurations of Random Forests. C4.5 decreases from 84.9 to 72.6 of TPR, while Random Forest N=10 losts 4.2 units, N=30 6.7 units, and N=50 6.9 units.
Note that although the tokenisation attack was performed in a random fashion, every classifier lost an important detection capability. Therefore, if the spammer selected the words to be tokenised (which is very likely to happen) the detection rate would be even lower. These results outline the importance of countering these attacks in order to face custom spam.
D. Evaluation of the JURD algorithm
To counter the tokenisation attack, we applied JURD to the 478 already-tokenised spam messages. To select a window size , we performed a preliminary study in which we selected the most tokenised spam messages and tried different window sizes. We realised that the higher values for the parameter would result in better JURD performance. However, higher values for parameter introduced higher performance overhead. Therefore, we chose an value of 10, which produced the same results for nearly every spam message. Figure 5 shows a sample from a previously tokenised spam message of the Ling dataset before and after the application of JURD with = 10 and t = 1. To select the similarity threshold t, we conducted a similar study. We concluded that a large edit distance changes the meaning of a message, while a distance of 0 is too strict. Thus, we selected a t = 1. Thereafter, we represented the messages in the VSM formed by the 1000 selected words and we finally generated the test file for the evaluation of JURD. Table IV shows the effects of JURD against the tokenisation attack. After application of JURD, the spam filtering tools nearly achieved the precision obtained with the original spam messages and in some cases they recover the full detection capability. In this way, the algorithms that performed best were Random Forest, C4.5, SVM with Pearson VII, and Bayes TAN. These result demonstrate JURD's capability to recover the detection ratio of spam filters, when tokenisation attacks are applied.
V. DISCUSSION
The final results show that JURD can reverse the effects of tokenisation attacks that allow spam to evade detection by spam filtering methods. However, there are several topics of discussion regarding the suitability of JURD.
First, JURD must be applied as a pre-processing step before modelling e-mails in the document space E. Currently, there is no method that is able to detect whether a message has been tokenised. Therefore, a filtering system should always employ our method to assure that these attacks are engaged. However, this method introduces a significant processing overhead to spam filtering systems. Therefore, we consider that a method capable of detecting transformations within the e-mail would help to improve the overall performance of spam filtering.
Such a method would act as a preliminary step for deciding if JURD is needed.
Second, we prioritised the selection of words composed of a large numbers of tokens. Although this choice nearly transformed the tokenised messages back to their original form, errors appeared in the transformation. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 6 , JURD selected 'arear' instead of 'are', resulting in an incorrect selection of words thereafter. To solve this issue, we can use a dictionary of words based on frequency of usage in natural language, or in spam messages, we can prioritise the average number of tokens composing the word and its frequency of use. We can also extend the dictionary to include slang terms and common spelling mistakes (although the latter issue is nearly solved by the Levenshtein distance [37] ).
Finally, though JURD manages to deal with tokenisation attacks, there are other attacks that must be considered. For example, Good Word Attacks modify word statistics by appending a set of words that are characteristic of legitimate emails, thereby circumventing spam filters [45] . However, we can adopt some of the methods that have been proposed to improve spam filtering, such as Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [46] . MIL divides an instance or vector in traditional supervised learning methods into several sub-instances and it classifies the original vector based on the sub-instances [47] . [48] proposed the adoption of MIL for spam filtering by dividing an e-mail into a bag of multiple segments and classifying it as spam if at least one instance in the corresponding bag is spam.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Spam is a serious computer security issue that is not only annoying for end-users, but also financially damaging and dangerous to computer security because of the possible spread of other threats like malware or phishing. Classic machinelearning-based spam filtering methods, despite their ability to detect spam, can be defeated by tokenisation attacks.
In this paper, we presented a new method that is able to transform a tokenised message to a form similar to the original message. To this end, we iteratively processed the message looking for possible word candidates starting from a token and comparing the candidates with a dictionary of words and common spam terms. Our experiments show that this approach restores the spam detection rate of the classifiers and thus, handles the tokenisation attacks. Future work will move in three main directions. First, we will enhance this method by modifying the priorities in the selection of words by adding the frequencies of use of candidate terms. Second, we will focus on attacks against statistical spam filtering systems such as good word attacks. Finally, we plan to develop a fast method for detecting whether an e-mail has been tokenised.
